Sample Listening *Multiple Choice (one answer)*

**Answers:**

1. She wanted to understand her own background.
2. interviews
3. organising what she had collected
Sample Listening *Multiple Choice (more than one answer)*

Answers:

1-3 *IN ANY ORDER*
- book reservations
- location of rooms
- café
Sample Listening *Matching (Sample Task A)*

**Answers**

1. Rooms
2. Food
3. Trips
4. Sport
5. Kids’ Counselling
Sample Listening *Plan/Map/Diagram Labelling*

Answers

1  H
2  A
3  C
Sample Listening *Note Completion*

**Answers**

1  round
2  12 years
3  4
4  green
5  reasonable
6  1.20 metres
7  lock
Sample Listening *Short Answer Questions*

**Answers**

1-3  *IN ANY ORDER*
  
  scientist(s)
  engineer(s)
  accountant(s)